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Bariloche. Agustín Muñoz, 18, committed suicide after a week of being falsely accused of sexual abuse on social networks. Who started this wave watch was none other than Annie, her best friend. She apologized for making this false complaint. However, it was not enough for the accused. This case occurred in Bariloche has violated the entire Argentina.

As detailed Clarín, Agustín Muñoz participated on December 1.

2 in March against sex abuse. It was at this demonstration that he heard the Protestants shouting his name. At that time, he noticed that he was accused of having been sexually abused Annie, his friend who has not yet reached the majority age. Her best friend, Annie, had spread this fake report in Twitter Instagram and Facebook. The reason? Everything seems to indicate that rumors were created after they had an argument. No confirmed facts and Agustín Muñoz received everyone's attack.

According to the parents of Agustín Muñoz Annie accused him of abusing her after a "typical teenage fight". Unfortunately, these accusations quickly became viral and the accused's feeling was unabashed.

That afternoon in March, Agustín Muñoz ran home as soon as he heard the accusations. Afterwards he completely isolated himself from everyone. He wondered to talk to his friends and became the victim of serious depression.

But not everything was there. Annie wrote to Augustine for WhatsApp to tell him he would deny the charge. According to El Clarín, the young woman asked her to go to court if she really wanted to help, but she refused.
Annie, to deny the accusation, wrote on Instagram a couple of messages: "I can't do more than apologize … of mistakes you learn and I sent them to you" and "I didn't know the limit for this ".

Unfortunately, these words were not enough. Agustin committed suicide on December 22 in Bariloche, after nine days of being falsely accused of Annie.

For his part, the parents of Agustin have shown their anger. "My son like so many other guys was a very sensitive one and so became emotionally unbalanced until he reached this decision that surprised us all," said the mother to Bariloche 2000.

"(I hope) no There are others Agustines because there are many sensitized children, alone without asking questions, which can go the same way and are not good, "he added.
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